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ABSTRACT
Background: Institutions of higher education, specifically service academies, interested in developing char-
acter in their students/cadets should consider creating a culture of character growth to accomplish their 
task. One potential way to do this is to focus on developing faculty character along with character compe-
tence as it relates to student/cadet character formation.
Objective: At the United States Military Academy, we recently piloted a character faculty development se-
ries for Center for Enhanced Performance faculty aimed at improving faculty character formation, increas-
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ing faculty competence with respect to developing cadet character through one-on-one relationships, and 
integrating character formation into their teaching. The goal of this project was to assess feasibility and 
acceptability of the series.
Methods: The Center for Enhanced Performance faculty experienced a three-part character faculty devel-
opment series: (1) Faculty character formation, (2) Developing cadet character through one-on-one rela-
tionships, and (3) Integrating character into the classroom. To assess feasibility and acceptability of the 
series, a survey was sent to faculty after completion.
Results: A total of nine faculty members completed the survey and found the training worthwhile, that it 
increased their confidence in developing cadets’ character and integrating character formation into their 
teaching, along with each character formation tool being useful.
Conclusions: Character faculty developing series should be tried and can be feasible and acceptable to 
faculty.
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Introduction
At the heart of the United States Military Academy 
(USMA) mission is to “educate, train, and inspire 
the Corps of Cadets so that each graduate is a com-
missioned leader of character” (United States Mili
tary Academy, n.d.). Toward that end, in 2020, the 
Superintendent proposed various Lines of Effort 
(LOE) described in “The USMA Strategy.” The sec-
ond line of effort, also known as LOE 2, is to “Create 
a Culture of Character Growth.” Specifically, LOE 2 
states, “West Point cultivates a culture of character 
growth when staff, faculty, and cadets consistently 
value, reinforce, support, and pursue character devel-
opment. In support of that effort, West Point strives 
for organizational integrity by ensuring all policies, 
artifacts, and social norms are consistent with the 
aspirational ideals of living honorably, leading honor-
ably, and demonstrating excellence (United States M
ilitary Academy, 2020, p. 14).” It is also stated in the 
USMA Strategy that the most critical enabler of the 
West Point Leadership Development System is the 

ubiquitous culture of character growth (United States 
Military Academy, 2020).

An integral part of any school or training system’s 
ability to create a culture of character growth is its lead-
ership and faculty. As Derek Bok (2020), former Har-
vard University president observed, “Another way in 
which colleges may have a significant impact on their 
students’ character is through the example set by the 
institution and its staff ” (p. 66). This idea is also con-
veyed in the Jubilee Center’s Character Framework 
for Universities through their claim that character is 
“caught” via university staff (among others) who help 
provide the culture, inspirational example, and positive 
influence that creates the context for character forma-
tion ( Jubilee Center for Character and Virtues, 2020). 
As John Locke (1968) states, “nothing sinking so gently, 
and so deep, into Men’s Minds, as Example” (p. 182).

Not only is it necessary for institutions of higher 
education dedicated to character formation to have 
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faculty demonstrating good character, but it can also be 
helpful to have competent teachers of character. While 
not all members of the faculty (or many) likely have a 
background in character and virtue formation, they can, 
however, be taught the basics and can be provided with 
ideas about integrating character into teaching their 
own academic discipline. Furthermore, faculty can be 
given strategies for developing character in their stu-
dents through one-on-one relationships. Calls for fac-
ulty, regardless of academic discipline, to demonstrate 
good character as examples for their students along with 
integrating character and virtue formation opportuni-
ties and exercises into teaching broadly have been artic-
ulated (Bok, 2020; Roche, 2009).

Initial work has been done to help universities 
develop their faculties’ competence in forming character 
within their students in the classroom. One framework 
integrating effective teacher behaviors with character 
strengths and virtues has been designed (McGovern & 
Miller, 2008). This framework has been created with 
four faculty development modules that better enable 
instructors and teachers to integrate character strengths 
and virtues into the classroom and teaching environ-
ment (McGovern, 2011). Recent work at Wake Forest 
University using Communities of Practice to increase 
faculty’s’ ability to integrate character education into a 
diverse range of classrooms was shown to increase par-
ticipants’ understanding of the meaning of character 
education, how to develop character in their students 
along with how to assess character (Allman et al., 2023).

To date, little work has been done to examine whether 
faculty development aimed at promoting good charac-
ter in faculty and increasing faculty character education 
competence should be tried and whether it would be 
feasible and acceptable to staff. At USMA, we decided 
to pilot a faculty development series focused on charac-
ter formation for members of the Center for Enhanced 
Performance (CEP). West Point’s CEP offers multiple 
courses and individual appointments aimed at enhancing 

cadet performance across all programs, including charac-
ter, physical, academic, and military. The CEP, composed 
of three programs (Academic Excellence, Athletic Aca-
demic Support, and Performance Psychology), takes a 
holistic approach to cadet development, bridging the gap 
between cadets’ past experiences and college expectations 
as they make the transition to USMA. Specifically, CEP 
assists cadets in learning to: Develop confidence, sum-
mon and maintain concentration, develop the ability to 
remain calm and composed under pressure, manage time, 
organize efforts, plan for success, and to read, study, and 
execute tests with deliberate strategies. CEP was cho-
sen because of the Director’s prioritization of character 
within the department and the positioning of a character 
developer within the Center along with the uniqueness 
of CEP’s dual roles of both teaching and work in one-on-
one relationships with cadets. Our aim with this small 
pilot was to test the feasibility and acceptability of char-
acter formation training with faculty.

Methods
Study Sample
The CEP is composed of seven men and 10 women, of 
whom two are Army officers, and 15 are civilian faculty. 
There are three specialty programs within the depart-
ment: the Academic Excellence Program (AEP) has 
five members who specialize in academic skill develop-
ment and academic counseling, the Athletic Academic 
Support Coordinator Program (AASC) has five mem-
bers who focus their academic advising on USMA’s 
Corps Squad (NCAA Division 1) population (which 
is approximately 25% of the Corps of Cadets), and the 
Performance Psychology Program (PPP) has four mem-
bers who use applied sports psychology to develop men-
tal skills in cadets. CEP’s faculty range in experience 
from nearly 30 years of service in the CEP to a few who 
recently joined the team after completing their graduate 
schooling. All CEP faculty members teach the RS101: 
Student Success Course in addition to discipline-spe-
cific courses, and all members conduct one-on-one 
appointments with cadets.
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Description of Faculty Development 
Series
The faculty development series began with a goal of per-
sonal character development in the fall of 2021. This 
segment of the series focused on personal character 
development for faculty and included basic descriptions 
of character and virtue, each faculty member selecting a 
virtue to focus on developing through the semester and 
proper goal-setting techniques. CEP faculty also selected 
“Friends of Mutual Accountability” (Lamb et al., 2021), 
where each faculty member chose two or three friends 
that would share their goals and support each other’s 
goal pursuit. The segment also included “Character Call-
Outs” where faculty could identify examples of good 
character they noticed in CEP faculty along with brief 
Mindfulness Meditation (MM) practice because of its 
ability to enhance self-regulation (Tang et al., 2015).

The goal of the second segment in the series (spring 
2022) was to help faculty learn how to develop cadet 
character more effectively through one-on-one relation-
ships. We chose to focus on one-on-one relationships 
because CEP faculty spend a significant amount of time 
advising cadets on personal performance related matters. 
“Character Call-Outs” and MM continued in this seg-
ment but a shift in focus to cadet development involved 
strategies to enhance cadets’ Motivation to be a person 
of character, character growth Mindset, and providing 
cadets with the Means for character growth (i.e. goal-set-
ting, “Friends of Mutual Accountability,” MM, moral 
exemplars) also known as the 3M’s framework (Erbe et 
al., 2023). The goal of this segment was to help faculty 
consider ways of developing cadets’ character using the 
3M’s framework in their one-on-one interactions with 
cadets.

The goal of the third and final segment in the series 
was to help faculty more effectively integrate charac-
ter topics into teaching CEP’s RS101 Student Success 
Course. The Student Success Course offers cadets an 
opportunity to engage with learning science and per-

formance psychology strategies to enhance their aca-
demic, physical, and leadership performance at USMA. 
Strategies presented include effective thinking, goal 
setting, time management, self-regulated learning, 
concentration, test taking, memory, note taking, and 
energy management. Through academically engaging 
activities, this course assists cadets in developing per-
sonalized skills and attributes that support thriving 
along with helping to facilitate a successful transition 
to USMA. The Student Success Course provides a 
learning experience that reveals, develops, and builds 
upon the unique strengths and talents of each cadet.

“Character Call-Outs” and MM continued in the 
series with a shift toward helping faculty consider ways 
to bring virtues into class discussions and reflections on 
how course content connected with virtues (see Figure 1 
for a list of virtues and definitions used in the course). A 
detailed description and breakdown of each segment in 
the faculty development series can be found in Figure 2.

Instrument and Analysis
We used a Qualtrics survey that asked the following 
questions: “How worthwhile was the CEP Character 
Faculty Development (CFD) (0-Not at all worthwhile to 
4-Extremely worthwhile)?” “How much has the CEP CFD 
helped motivate you to be a person of character (0-None 
to 4-A great deal)?” “As a result of participating in the CEP 
CFD, how much has the material helped you see that your 
character can change, how many more tools do you believe 
you now have to develop your own character, and how 
much has your character developed (0-None to 5-A great 
deal)?” “How useful do you find the following tools for 
character development (self-monitoring and goal-setting, 
friends of mutual accountability, mindfulness meditation, 
moral exemplars) (0-None to 5-A great deal)?” Finally, “As a 
result of participating in the CEP CFD how much more 
confident are you in developing cadets’ character and inte-
grating character development into your teaching (0-None 
to 5-A great deal)?” Our data analyses included examining 
means and standard deviations for each question. If our 
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Figure 1 
Student Success Course Virtue Definitions
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means were above zero, then we determined the faculty 
development series was feasible and acceptable to staff.

Results
Table 1 displays study demographics along with means 
and standard deviations for each item.

Discussion
Service academies and institutions of higher education 
interested in developing their students’ character should 
focus on creating a culture of character growth through 
developing their faculty’s character and competence. 
We piloted a faculty development series at USMA for 

Figure 2
Character Faculty Development Segment Details
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the CEP’s Faculty to determine feasibility and accept-
ability. Our experience and initial evidence from our 
small sample suggests that programs like this should be 
tried and may be feasible and acceptable to faculty.

Other CFD interventions have been developed and 
tested (Allman et al., 2023; McGovern, 2011; McGov-
ern & Miller, 2008). Our work is consistent with Allman 
et al. (2023) in showing the feasibility and acceptability 
of CFD with our results showing faculty finding the fac-
ulty development series to be worthwhile and helping 

faculty to feel confident in developing cadets’ character 
and integrating character into the classroom. Two unique 
features of the current faculty development series are the 
focus on personal character development for faculty and 
the emphasis on developing cadet character through one-
on-one relationships. These components along with the 
third need further testing with larger samples and more 
rigorous study methods to determine effectiveness.

Our study was not without limitations. Our small 
sample size and unique population do not allow for 

Table 1
Participant Characteristics and Descriptive Statistics

Characteristic N (%)
Sex
 Female 3 (33.3)
 Male 5 (55.6)
 Prefer not to say 1 (11.1)
How long employed at West Point
 1–5 years 4 (44.4)
 6–10 years 4 (44.4)
 11–15 years 0
 16–20 years 0
 Over 20 years 1 (11.1)
Means and standard deviations
 Worthwhileness of Fac Dev 2.11 (0.99)
 Motivation to be a person of character 2.44 (1.17)
 See your character can change 3.22 (1.13)
 How many more tools to develop your character 3.33 (0.67)
 How much has your character developed 3.00 (1.15)
 How useful was self-monitoring and goal-setting 3.44 (0.96)
 How useful was friends of mutual accountability 3.44 (0.68)
 How useful was mindfulness meditation 3.22 (1.47)
 How useful were moral exemplars 3.44 (0.96)
 How much more confident are you in developing cadets’ character 3.33 (0.94)
 How much more confident are you in integrating character into teaching 3.44 (0.68)
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effectiveness determination or the ability to general-
ize to a larger population within or outside of USMA. 
Furthermore, only post-assessment data were collected, 
and without a comparison group, it is impossible to 
tell whether the results were due to the intervention, 
or some other experience faculty had at the academy. 
Lastly, although the aim of this pilot study was to deter-
mine feasibility and acceptability of the intervention for 
faculty participants, one critical impact of the interven-
tion that remains unknown is the effect on cadets. To 
examine outcomes of faculty character development on 
cadet character, an experimental wait-list control design 
could be used. Specifically, half of interested instructors 
teaching a course should receive the character develop-
ment intervention with a control condition of interested 
instructors experiencing faculty development as usual 
(followed up in the next semester with the character 
intervention). Cadets in classes with instructors from 
both groups should be surveyed pre and post interven-
tion on how often character elements were brought up 
in class and potentially character mindset and motiva-
tion outcomes. The two groups should be compared to 
each other to determine impacts of the intervention. 

Although the aforementioned limitations exist, the 
initial findings from this pilot study indicate that the 
intervention was feasible (could be effectively delivered) 
and acceptable to the faculty members and should be 
tested further for wider spread applicability and effec-
tiveness. A second phase of this intervention, with 
modifications based on the findings presented here, is 
planned to begin in the fall of 2023. Future research 
should also test the impact of the faculty development 
series in other departments at USMA and at other insti-
tutions including both service academies and universi-
ties interested in creating a culture of character growth.

Conclusions
Character development programs for faculty aimed 
at developing both character and competence should 

be tried and can be feasible and acceptable for faculty. 
Institutions of higher education interested in creating 
a culture of character growth can develop, plan, and 
implement these types of programs for the potential 
benefit and flourishing of all.
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